How do I use iClicker webClicker?

FOR STUDENTS

Ask your instructor about webClicker usage before purchasing a license. Not all iClicker courses allow webClickers.

If you are a student interested in using webClicker in a class already using iClicker, and your instructor has enabled webClicker usage, then you will need to purchase a subscription usage from iClicker’s website and select a platform to run from. You may use a laptop, iPhone, or iPad with internet connectivity.

Your first step in utilizing webClicker is to create an account and purchase a subscription:

1. Visit https://webclicker.iclicker.com to create your account

![webClicker Image]
2. Select Students under “Create new webClicker Account”

3. Select desired subscription term length
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4. Enter your name as it appears on your Student ID card
5. Enter your DuckID username in the Student ID field (the terminology on the website contradicts our definitions of what Student IDs are)

   ![Student ID]
   
   **Student ID:**
   Your student ID must match your instructor's course roster. Ask your instructor which ID to enter in this field.

   **Use your DuckID**

   **Email (Optional):**

   ![Email]

   **Email (Optional):**

   ![Student ID]

   **Use your DuckID**

6. Enter your UO email address
7. Create a webClicker username and password (this doesn’t have to have any University association)
8. Find the University of Oregon by zip code 97403.

   ![Zip Code]

   **School or University Zip/Postal Code:**
   (e.g., USA: 10016; CAN: N1G 2W1)

   ![Zip Code]

   **School or University Zip/Postal Code:**
   (e.g., USA: 10016; CAN: N1G 2W1)

9. Submit

Using webClicker in class:

1. Login to webClicker from your mobile app or from https://webclicker.iclicker.com
2. Find your course by instructor name, and CRN (or course identifier number)
3. There is approximately a 5-10 second delay between the start and end of polling sessions per question. Your screen will notify you when a poll is active.
4. Enter your response to each polling question; you will see a visual confirmation after your response has been accepted.

Platforms Available:
Web Interface: https://webclicker.iclicker.com/
Android Application: Coming late Spring 2012
iPhone/iPad Application: http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/web-clicker-for-iphone/id454815504?mt=8
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FOR INSTRUCTORS

If you are interested in utilizing webClicker in addition to iClickers in your course, you must make the appropriate setting changes. Also, we understand the complexities of iClicker systems and wish to help you through this process. If you have any questions about using iClicker, iGrader, or webClicker, please contact us at CMET Consulting at (541) 346-1942 to discuss issues or schedule an appointment.

1. Download and copy the Web_Voting_Config.ini in your iClicker > Resources folder
2. In your iClicker Settings and Preferences, select web>clicker/SPS Setup and enter your University information. If this is the first time registering for webClicker as an instructor, then you may enter new account information here and it will automatically register your course.

3. Save and accept settings for the course.
4. Poll your classes as per usual, allowing for a 5-10 second delay between question start and stop times.
Additional Important Notes:

1. When your students buy their web-clickers they will be asked for a variety of information including a "student ID". They need to enter their Duck IDs, e.g. "bobby1" rather than their student ID numbers. If they enter the wrong thing, then they should run their webClicker application and click the "Profile" option where they can change it. It appears, though I haven’t checked, that this means that a single web-clicker can actually be used by two different students in different classes (but that’s officially not allowed by iClicker).

2. It would be a good thing if the names of your courses in iClicker were meaningful, and contained the course number, term, and CRN. So a good name for a course would be "ARCH 405/505 (Winter 2012; 23881,23882)". Do not use ambiguous names such as CIS 111 because there could be multiple instances of the course over multiple terms.

3. Also in your syllabus be sure to give them the name that you specified when you signed up for a webclicker-enabled course. Strange as it may be, some students don’t know the names of their professors, particularly in courses with multiple instructors.

4. At the beginning of class your students will log in to their webclicker application and may first have to choose their University, then choose you from a list of instructor names, and finally will choose from a list of all of your webClicker-enabled courses.

5. When you do polling in class, allow an extra 5 to 10 seconds after you press start to give the student webClickers time to learn that you have started a poll. When you finish a poll and click stop there will also be a short (5-10 second) delay.

6. After you've conducted a poll and switched to iGrader, you'll see in iGrader a set of red clicker IDs that are in a different format from what you're used to. 12 hex digits instead of 8. These are the webClickers. When you click "Synchronize Student Registrations" it should put up a popup window "Synchronize Web Registrations". Click "yes" or "no" as you prefer to synchronize the ordinary iClicker physical clicker numbers. But then you'll get a second popup window "Synchronize web-clicker Registrations." You need to click "start" here, after which iGrader will download information about the webClickers that have appeared in your class and will match them up, turning the corresponding student names blue when it finds a match.

7. Students who have a webClicker can use it in multiple courses during the term.